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An electron gas with a nonuniform magnetic moment is considered. The Gibbs free energy (formula
(2.6)) and magnetic moment (formula (2.8)) are derived in the one-dimensional case; the energy levels
(formula (2.19)) and wave functions (formulas (2.13) and (2.18)) are found in the two-dimensional case.

6() of the quantum oscillations has finally the following
order of magnitude 1 >:

1. INTRODUCTION

IT has been customarily assumed that electronic diamagnetism is a weak magnetism and leads to a very
small magnetic susceptibility X· ShoenbergC 1 J was the
first to call attention to the fact that electronic diamagnetism can lead to values of x on the order of unity and
larger. Of course, a diamagnetic increment oe, oscillating with the magnetic field, to any thermodynamic potential () is always small: inasmuch as the magnetic moment has a relativistic origin, the "magnetic energy"
B2/81T (B-magnetic induction) acquires a factor (v/c) 2
(the square of the velocity v of the charges is involved
because the sign of the velocity v should be immaterial),
and inasmuch as the oscillations are connected with
passage through the Fermi energy of the last "magnetic
branch" (Fig. 1), an additional factor (nn/ E0 ) 112 appears
in the quasiclassical case (this form of the factor corresponds to the quasiclassical quantization rules (seeC 2 J);
n-cyclotron frequency, E0 -Fermi energy).
It must also be taken into account that the Landau
quantization becomes manifest only in the case when the
electron has time to execute a large number of revolutions during the time T between collisions, i.e., if
nT/21T » 1 (then the natural Width of the level h/ T is
much smaller than the distance hn between levels). In
the opposite case only the electrons moving between the
collisions within a time on the order of 21r/n are significant; their number is exponentially small, on the order
of exp(-27Tra/Z), D! ~ 1, Z-mean free path, r-Larmor
radius; an exact calculation yields D! = 1T.
The temperature "smears" the Fermi boundary (the
concept of the "last branch" loses its exact meaning)
and leads to an "effective" time Teff, wherein n/ T eff
= T. As a result 6() ~ exp(-21T 2 T/nn). The amplitude
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From simple physical considerations it is easy to
find the period of the quantum oscillations. To this end,
we call attention to the manner in which a magnetic field
changes the form of the spectrum. Owing to the presence
of a conserving continuous parameter Pz (z-direction
of magnetic field, p-quasimomentum of the conduction
electron), the spectrum in the magnetic field remains
continuous, only the boundaries of the spectrum shift
(thus, in the absence of a spin, we have for the free electron Emin = nn/2). However, with increasing magnetic
field, the multiplicity of degeneracy at a given energy
changes abruptly, since the branches of the spectrum
"vanish" (going over into the region of energies larger
than the given one), leading to the known singularity in
the state density. This produces also a singularity in the
thermodynamic potential, when the number of the branches n changes by unity, i.e., when 2 >

( cS)
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Hence
li(B-')

=

eh/ cS,

(1.1a)

where S = S(E, pz) is the arc of the section of the surface E(p) = E by the plane Pz = const.
1>We note that the relativistic factor (v/c)2 is of purely quantum origin, since v ~ h/ma, where h-Planck's constant, m-of the order of the
effective mass of the charge, and a-average distance between charges;
the factor B2(v/c) can be represented also in the more customary:
noJin •hn./E 0 , where hS?. = llB (M-Bohr magneton for the conduction
electron), of the order of the diamagnetic energy of the charge in the
magnetic field, n 0 -charge density, nJ!S?.-energy of the "fully oriented"
diamagnetic moments, and hS1/E 0 -relative number of oriented moments in the field B.

2>The fact that the number of branches is cS/ehB follows from the
correspondence principle: liE= hS?. = heH/m*c, m* = (21T)- 13S/oE (a
proof of the correspondence principle for an arbitrary dispersion law is
given in(3]). We note incidentally that in the calculations it is not necessary to take into account the change of the Fermi energy E0 , since it is
of the order of liE, and the effects of interest to us are of the order of

FIG. 1.
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Inasmuch as for a degenerate Fermi gas we are interested in the passage of the branches through the
limiting energy Eo, it is necessary to take S at E = Eo
and at Pz corresponding either to the passage of the
branch or its "part" through Eo (pz = Po, P1> P2, ... on
Fig. 1), or else the passage of a point of the type A
through Eo. The points Pi correspond to E~(pi) = 0. But
( fJs)
iJp,

_

fJ(e,n) _

n - fJ(p,,n)-

fJ(e,S) _ fJ(s,S) !iJ(p,S)
fJ(p,S)- fJ(s,p,) f fJ(e,p,)
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(1.1b)

As a result, the amplitude of the oscillations of the susceptibility x = oM/ aB =- o208/ oB 2 (M-magnetic moment)
turns out to be of the order of
68
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and at sufficiently low temperatures and for pure samples, when
Q ;;;;, 2n2 1-r,

2n2T In,

(1.3)

it can reach arbitrarily large values and thus correspond to strong magnetism. In particular, for lxl?; 1 it
is necessary to have
eo I nQ;;;: (c I v)'"

~

(1.4)

103 ,

and the total number of oscillations in the interval
lx I :2; 1 at a given temperature T is of the order of
(Eo/ 21T 2 T) (v/ c) 41 3 •
Thus, a distinguishing feature of electron diamagnetism is that when T = 0 and T = oo it becomes the stronger, the weaker the magnetic field: M ~ B-112 , x ~ B-3 / '1•
(The estimate (1.2) can, of course, be derived from the
formulas of[ 5 ' 6 J, if account is taken of the fact that
e2 I h = e'a I ha ~ e2 I apo ~

eo I Po

~
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However, it varies smoothly and its contribution to the
total values of x and M is small at low temperatures
(1.3).

Therefore Pi corresponds to the points at which either
S '(pz) = 0, i.e., S(po) has an extremum, or else (formally) as/ oE = oo (cross sections with self-intersection or
bordering between open and closed sections).
Thus, the period of the oscillations in B-1 is determined by formula (1.1), where S corresponds either to
the extremal or to the singular cross section at E = Eo.
The order of magnitude of the oscillation period oB
relative to the magnetic induction 3 > B (see Fig. 1) is
6(eolliQ)~1,

tronic compressibility are of the order of A.
The non-oscillating increment 08L to 8 (due to the
Landau diamagnetism) is due to all the "branches" on
Fig. 1 and is therefore appreciably larger than (1):

Since the thermodynamically stable states are only
those corresponding to oH/ BB > 0 (see, e.g.,c 7 J), i.e.,
41TX < 1, the increase of x in a bounded sample can lead
in the case of 41TXmax > 1 to a stratification into magnetic phases with different values of B, i.e., to the appearance of diamagnetic domains (this was noted by
Condon[aJ; the form of the wall between the domains
was found by Privorotskil[9 J).
This is physically connected with the fact that the
magnetic field changes the density of the states and
consequently also the internal energy of the electron
gas, and when 41To > 1 the "realignment" of the density
of states, connected with the change of B occurring
during the stratification into phases, becomes "convenient."
The homogeneous state of the magnet can become
unstable, however, even earlier, when the stratification
into domains is thermodynamically inconvenient or when
more than one conduction-electron band exist in the diamagnet, so that X= 2: aX a (the summation is over different bands and over the extremal and singular cross
sections). In this case it is possible that although a
homogeneous state is convenient for this value of x in a
single-component system, for certain bands and cross
sections, in the absence of interaction between them, an
instability against stratification has already set in:
4nxo = 4n 2; XB

3>We have been referring throughout to B. It would be important to
ascertain whether the thermodynamic potential is an oscillating function
of s- 1 or H- 1. The form of a thermodynamic potential in a magnetic field
is determined by the quantization rules, which are connected with the
vector potential A, with curl A= B (since div B = 0). It is therefore natural to expect M = M(B-t). This was first noted by Shoenberg[I I and then
demonstrated by Pippard[4). The physical cause of this fact will be discussed later.

1

> 0). Here, as shown
1
in[ oJ, the appearance of spatial periodicity of the magnetic moment may turn out to be convenient. (It is noted
in[ 11 J that a periodic structure appears when 41TX > 1,
but the state considered there is thermodynamically
absolutely unstable.)
Inasmuch as not only x but also M/H ""H-112 have
singularities when H- 0, T/H $ const and TH ?; const
(i.e., for example, when T = 0, T = oo, and H- 0), it may
turn out that IM I ?; IH 1. To this end it is necessary, in
accordance with (1.1), to have
({3 are those of the a for which Xf3

2rr 2/z

Vo,

where Po is the Fermi momentum and a is the average
distance between the conduction electrons). We note
incidentally that the relative values of the diamagnetic
increment of the electronic specific heat and the elec-
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or T $ 10- 4 -10-5 deg and l ?; 10-10 3 em. Since experiments at such temperatures and mean free paths are
not realistic at present, we shall assume throughout that
.

1

( v \'
,
c

T~~e 0 ·..... JI

(1.4a)

We emphasize that all the effects of interest to us
take place in sufficiently weak magnetic fields, and the
difficulties of the observation are connected with the
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need for obtaining low temperatures and high stability
and homogeneity of the magnetic field (accurate to an
oscillation period 6H ~ Hn n/ Eo) and an exceedingly
:
-2r
weak mosaic structure of the crystal.
FIG.
2.
The appearance of an inhomogeneous moment leads
to the occurrence of an electrostatic potential cp. According to the conditions for thermodynamic equilibrium, number of electrons 41T(r/a) 2 , and is therefore "selfthe chemical potential t is constant throughout the sysaveraged" (Fig. 2).
tem, and in order to ensure constancy of the total elecSuch an averaged self-consistent field is, by definitron density (which follows from the electron neutrality
tion, the magnetic induction B; it is only the induction
condition, which is satisfied with accuracy of the order
which is felt by each of the electrons, and it is only the
of (a/r) 2 -see, e.g.c 12 J), a cp(r) dependence is necessary.
induction which determines the magnetic moment M. It
Since ecp(r) « nn (as seen from the result), the value
is understandable that the connection between M and B
of cp can be disregarded in the quantization, so that if
is nonlocal: M at a given point is expressed in terms of
n0 = No + on0 ( 1in0 (r) = - aonr/ at is the oscillating part
the values of B at all points located at a distance 2rmax
of no with t constant, n(r) is the density of the potential
from the given point.
n, and No is the monotonic part of the electron density
We now proceed to solve our problem.
which does not depend on the magnetic field in the main
approximation), we have
2. THERMODYNAMIC POTENTIAL OF ELECTRON
GAS IN AN INHOMOGENEOUS FIELD
So(\;) =i\'r:(~+e'Jl) +<~no{B(r)},
1

1
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where v = dNo/ dEo.
The quantity tis determined from the equality of the
total number of electrons in the magnetic field and in the
absence of the field. Knowledge of t and cp(r) makes it
possible to determine the density of the electrons of
each band at the point r.
Using the obtained formula and the previously given
estimate for the increment of the thermodynamic potential, it is easy to verify that in the approximation of
interest to us the potential cp has no effect on either the
quantization in the magnetic field or on the magnetic
susceptibility. Therefore all the subsequent calculations
will be made without taking cp into account; by substituting the final results in (1.5) it is easy to obtain the value
of cp(r).
All the foregoing shows that the development of a
consistent theory of stratification into diamagnetic domains, as well as of the spatial periodicity of the magnetic moment, calls for a determinatic n of the thermodynamic characteristics of the electrc.1s in the inhomogeneous field B, and the inhomogeneous increment can
be regarded as small if M/B is small. The solution of
this problem is the subject of the present article (the
corresponding formula was presented without proof
in[lOJ).
It is first necessary to show that the magnetic mo-

ment, as already mentioned, is determined only by the
magnetic induction B.
The problem of interest to us, that of the behavior of
the charged quasiparticles (conduction electrons in the
magnetic field) is a typical field-theory problem concerning the behavior of a system of free charges in vacuum (in this case-vacuum for quasiparticles). Therefore, strictly speaking, it is necessary to consider only
the microscopic magnetic field produced at a given point
by all the charges moving along orbits having a radius of
the order of the Larmor radius r. If the distance a between the charges is small compared with r, as is usually the case in metals (where a ~ 10-8 and r is of the
order of 10-3 em when B ~ 10 4 Oe), the macroscopic
magnetic field at a given point is determined by the

A. According to the estimates of the preceding section, the magnetic moment, which is determined by the
first derivative of the thermodynamic potential with
respect to the induction, is of the following order of
magnitude:
M

~

H(u I c)'L'.- 1

~ yJinQ

I Eo.

Accordingly, the relative correction, due to the magnetic
moment, to the distance between the diamagnetic levels
is of the order of xhn/ E0 • Such a correction cannot influence the derivation of formulas based only on the
large quantity ( n r2/ Eo) -l, and leads qualitatively to the
appearance of the quantity
eu

hQ(1 +axhQ/eo)

~ ~- ax,
nQ

a '"""" 1.1

in the argument of the periodic function, in place of
E0 /nn, i.e., to an essential nonlinearity in M. The next
higher approximation adds to the argument a value on
the order of
xfiQ

I Eo~ (vI c) 2(nQ I Eo) 'f,,

i.e., a quantity which is certainly small. This shows
that, first, it is possible to use the approximation linear
in M for the argument of the periodic function and, second, it is sufficient to find only the main approximation,
with respect to M, for the increment in the quantization
rules, meaning that it is possible to use the correspondence principle
be= nQ*,

(2.1)

where n* is the classical frequency of revolution of the
electron in the field B(r).
Let us first consider the dependence of B, on only
one coordinate, when Bx =By = 0 and Bz = B(y). In order to have M = Mz(y), H = Hz(y), and cp = cp(y), we shall
assume that the z axis coincides with one of the principal
crystallographic axes.
The classical equation of motion, with allowance for
the force acting on the spin in an inhomogeneous magnetic field, is of the form*
*[vB]

=v X B.
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p=

-eVc:p

+ ec-'[v:BJ + (!oV (oB),

o=(O,O,±i),

v=~=oe/op.

In this equation J.J.o is the spin magnetic moment of the
electron, the role of which reduces to a "renormalization" of the potential cp: cp - cp 'f J.J. 0 B. Inasmuch as this
quantum addition (see formula (1.5) for cp) is not significant in the approximation of interest to us, it can be
disregarded in the calculation of the distance between
the diamagnetic levels. This means that it is possible to
disregard the influence of the spin splitting of the levels
on the Landau quantization.
For simplicity we confine ourselves to the case when
the inhomogeneous addition to the induction (which is of
the order of M) is small compared with the temperature.
Then, in order to take into account the spin quantization,
it is sufficient to add ± J.J.oH to the diamagnetic levels
EnpzPx obtained below. In this case the equations of
motion are equivalent to the equations of one-dimensional motion with Hamiltonian

density of states is (for a given spin-projection direction) dydpydPxdPz/h 3, and dydp = dS*- oS* = h, in the
general case of the presence of several bands a, the
increment Om added by the quantization to the thermodynamic potential 0 is equal to
2
{
[ t - E~p p - OfleH ]
}
Qm=-T h~
dP.,dp.~ln exp.
'T
+1.
a
J
"
cl=±l

z;

This formula differs from the Lifshitz-Kosevich (LK)
formula[sJ in a homogeneous field only in the presence
of an additional integration with respect to Px· Therefore we obtain under the integral with respect to Px the
well known expression for nLK in a homogeneous field:

y

e'(y)=e{px(Y),py;p,},

Px(Y)==Px+-7~B(y')dy', (2.2)

where Pz and Px play the role of parameters. The period of such a motion is
a--,+""
'f dy

--as·
08

Vy

Here S*(Px, Pz)

(2.3)

,+- ay ap •.
s· = 'f

= cS/eH is the area under the curve
e ( Px

+--;;e J(' B(y')dy',py; Pz )

max

e

.

m>n
Pl:

It follows from (2.1) and (2.3) that oE

e

c ,

(2.4a)

= 2JTn/E>, i.e.,

M(y)=

(2. 7)

~ !Jm 1 dy.

We obtain from (2.6) the moment M(y)

px

Py(Px)dPx/B(PxH-/Px).

!Jm=

(2.4)

= e,

which lies in the plane (y, Py). Since only M depends on
y, and since we are interested only in the linear approximation in M, we have

S'=~ ~

where OLK is the potential Om in the homogeneous case
and S is the area under the curve E(px, Pyl = E. (The
divergence in (2.16) at B = const is connected with the
fact that Om pertains to an infinite volume.) The density
Om, which is equal to Tr { nm o(y - y)}, is, of course,
finite; the substitution Px - eHy/ c yields

~ <M~d<B-'(u+

= -c50m/oB:

cpx-:aCPx'))J\•

(2.8)

where
(2.9)

and MEK(B-1) is the moment of the given band and of the
given extremal or singular section in a homogeneous
--a;;ue = h, tJs· = h,
field, as obtained by Lifshitz and Kosevich[ 5 J. (Formuand
las (2.8) and (2.9) were cited without proof in[loJ .)
It remains to go over from the variable t-the chem(2.5)
s·(e, p,, Px) = nh.
ical potential-to the number of particles, but this re(A similar quantization rule was first obtained by Kosesults in only a small increment to (2 .8), which is natural,
vich[13J .)
since the small increments to all the thermodynamic
Formulas (2.4) and (2.5) can be obtained also by perpotentials in terms of the corresponding variables coturbation theory, starting from the classical Hamiltonincide, as is well known (see, e.g.Y 5 J).
Jacobi equations (they are more convenient than Newton's
C. Equation (2.8) determines M(y); a thermodynamequations, owing to the variation of the period of revoically stable solution of this equation was given for
lution), as well as from the fact that the mean value of
different cases in[16 J. If the sum over a contains only
the perturbing increment to the energy coincides with
one term, it is possible to write in the homogeneous
the classical time-average (see[14 J, Sec. 48).
case an explicit formula forM (see also[ 1 J); in the
It is significant that (2.1) means also that (2.5) can
presence of several terms, M(H) is generally speaking
be used to determine OE. The increments to the right
(if the different periods of the oscillations are not comside of (2.5) are not only small compared with nh (which
mensurate) a non-periodic function, and there is no exis obvious, since S*/h >> 1, under the assumption that
plicit formula for it.
the quasiclassical approach holds), but also vary slowly.
We shall show how to find M(H) in the presence of a
B. In order to calculate the thermodynamic potential,
single period. Let (see Fig. 3)
it remains, in principle, to determine the density of the
4rrM = j(H + 4:rtM),
B- H = j(B),
states. We shall again use the correspondence principle
where f has a period H0 • It is clear that it is sufficient
in the quasiclassical approach. (This is sufficient, since
to consider the solution in the intervals AB and AC. Asthe density of states varies slowly in the approximations
sume, for concreteness, that AC corresponds to the
of interest to us.) Since in the classical approach the

as· •
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~

e(py(Px),Px; p,)

8

interval from H1 to H2. We formally continue B(H) with
period H2 - H1 = h:

=

~ bke2nikHI",

b_k

=

c(Px) = aexp{

1 Ht
1 H,
= - I B (H) e-?.nikH/h dH = ~ ~ e-znikH/h B' (H) dH
h J
'
2mk
=

r' {

'

B

2nik(B -j(B)) \ B
h
Jd ·

Q,

B,

D. In the two-dimensional case the solution of the
problem is much more complicated, and we shall therefore obtain only the form of the wave functions and the
energy levels. Let B = Bz(x, y), so that the vector potential can be chosen in the form
y

(2.10)

A= Ax(x, y) = - ~ B(x, y')dy'.

Further, as before, let
B=Bo+B, A=-BoY+A~,

\Bd<{"\Bo\,

\Ad<{"\Ao\,(2.11)

with Bo independent of the coordinates, and B1 varying
over x and over y at distances on the order of r. Then
eB0

Px=Px+--Y.
c

(2.12)

In the main approximation (at A1 = 0), the energy
levels, as is well known, are infinitely degenerate in
Px: E = E< 0 >(n, Pz)· Therefore the "regular" zerothapproximation wave forms are
'i'

=

~ c(Px)'i'nP
(0)

(2.13)

dPx,

p
X

'

where 1/!~~ p are the zeroth-approximation eigenfunc-

x z

tions corresponding to the quantum numbers Px, pz,
and n.
The coefficients c(Px) and the correction E 1 to
E< 0 >(n, Pz) satisfy the following equation (see[ 14 J, Sec. 39)

~ V nn; p xP'xc(P/)dPx' =

e'c(Px),

V

=

+

vxAl·

e

(
X,

Px(t)-Px\
eH/c
;dx,

~

fx 0 (Px')dPx' }.

(2.18)

=

<

=

B, ( Xo, Yo+

S
cP.
H8S/8eB,(:ro,yo), Yo= ----;jf,

c:; )) =

(2 19)
.

~ ~ Py(Px)B,( x 0,cp, -:ncPx ) dpx.
(2.20)

Thus, E' is a continuous quantum number, and the
solutions Xo = Xo(Px) (the number of which, generally
speaking, is discrete) of Eq. (2.19) determine, in accordance with (2.13) and (2.18), the wave functions at specified n, Pz, and E '.
As expected, if B1 does not depend on x, then formula
(2.19) yields the previously-obtained correction to the
main approximation for the energy as a function of n, Pz,
and Px (the latter being conserved). To calculate the
density of states v(E) we can use its well known connection with the Green's function (see, e.g.,C 17 J).
The obtained formulas pertain only to an ideal electron gas and do not take into account, for example, the
Fermi -liquid interaction (incidentally, the latter does
not influence the period of the oscillations and the order
of magnitude of their amplitude-see[ 18 J). However, the
concrete form of M(r) is immaterial, and the character
of this function can be obtained from very general conside rations.
As shown at the beginning of this section, in the general case all the quantities are periodic functions, the
argument of which is a linear function of the magnetic
moment. This means that the density of any thermodynamic potential Bm(r) of a magnet should, with account
of the translation symmetry, have the form (as before,
B is directed along a crystallographic axis)

(2.14)
9m(r)=

In the quasiclassical case in the main approximation, as
can be readily verified, the matrix elements Vnn· p P.'
are equal to
' x x

X c-rx(t)At\

(2.17)

where xo(Px) is a slowly varying function. Substituting
(2.18) in (2.14) we get

HI

1
2nik J exp -

= S eikxB1 (x, y)dX.

p

bk'·

Then

HI

B,(k, Y)

The function B1 varies rapidly with respect to its
first argument (it changes appreciably over a distance
6Px ~ n/r) and slowly with respect to the second argument (at distances 6Px ~ eHr/c ~ p 0 ~ n/a » n/r,
where a is the interatomic distance). If Px were constant in the second argument of B1 in (2.16), then (2.14)
would have the solution c(Px) =a exp(iXoPx/n), and we
shall therefore seek c(Px) in the form

k=-oo

bk

e<0l(n, p,),

-oo

FIG. 3.

B

=

(2.15)

where vx(t), Px(t), and® are determined from the solution of the classical equation p = ec -1v x H followed by
substitution of E = E< 0 >(n, Pz). Using this equation, we
obtain after simple transformations

:8ta.{ 4n

SKa.(r-r')M(r')dr'},

(2.21)

a

the central symmetry of the crystal ensuring the evenness of Ka(r); the factor 47T has been introduced for
convenience; the sum is taken over different bands and
cross sections. Moreover, the period of these functions
is determined only by the quantization, which is given,
as shown above, only by the correspondence principle,
i.e., which does not depend on the interaction. This
means that in the general case we obtain formula (2.8);
only the formula for the "homogeneous" Mi:K(B- 1) is
missing, and all that remains of it is the order of magnitude of the oscillation amplitude and the period of the
oscillations.
Let us write, using (2.21) and recognizing that the
thermodynamic potential of the entire sample is equal to
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an expression for the magnetic susceptibility. Putting
M = M0 + M1(r) (M0 -homogeneous moment, M1-infinitesimally small increment)' we get the increment 81 of
second order in 4JTM1 = B1 to the potential B:

4- ~fa"

S1 =

"
X

{4:rtM0

»

~ Ka(p)dp} ~ B1 (r')B 1 (r")dr' dr"

~ Ka(p')Ka(P' + r'- r") dp'.

Using the definition

x = -62 B/oBf, we get

x(r) =- ~fa", 4nMo ~ Ka(p)dp} ~

Ka(P')Ka(r

cal point, where the inhomogeneous part of the magnetic
moment is small compared with the period 6B of the
oscillations with respect to B. A solution was obtained
in this case in[ 10 ' 16 J (see also the solution for the domain
wall in the homogeneous case near the critical point
in[9 J). A solution can be similarly obtained also for
lxl
1, if the inhomogeneous part of the moment is
small compared with the homogeneous one, i.e., with the
quantity x oB ~ xHtHl/ E0 , when it is necessary to put in
the main approximation the homogeneous part Mo of the
moment in the left side of (3.2). In the simplest case, if
the sum of (3.2) has only one term, then

+ p')dp', (2.22)

a

(2.23)
Going over to Fourier components

f' { 4n ~ K(r')M(r- r')dr'} =

_

9, = - (~n)l

1

r

) x(k) IB,(k) 12dk,

(2.24)
(2.25)

where xQl = xQl(O) is the susceptibility in the homo geneous field B.
In the case investigated by us (see formula (2.6) we
have K(r) ::::: 0. The same takes place also in the general
case. Consequently, according to (2.24),
JXa(k) I .:;;;; lxal,
and if Xa

> 0,

sign Xa(k) = sign Xa,

(2.26)

< 0,

M1

= Re ~A 1 exp(ix1r),
··z

) K(r)cos(x1r)dr = 0.

then 4JT~ a X a
1

1

> 1.

In fact, taking (26) into

account, we get

(3.5)

(3.6)

Only a few terms under the f' sign in (3.2) differ from
zero, since K(r), naturally, vanishes outside the "attainability limits" of the classical orbit.
Substitution of (3.6) in (3.2) makes it possible to reduce the problem to an algebraic one. We recall that K
should have an extremum at the points q, so that

~A;~ x(r'-r;)-{)-x{rj-·;r')dr'=O.
i

3. FUNDAMENTAL EQUATION OF THE PROBLEM
AND THE POSSIBILITY OF ITS SOLUTION

(3.4)

The next approximation is obtained in the same manner
asin[ 16 J.
In the region where the inhomogeneous part of the
moment is large (of the order of x 6B), the function oscillates rapidly, and the main approximation is obtained
from the saddle points ri> so that (for simplicity we assume as before that (3.2) has only one term)
M= ~A;K(r-r;).

From this, in particular, follows the statement used
inc 16 J: if 4JTx(k) = 1 but 4JTX = 4JT~ aX a < 1, with Xa 1 > 0
2

0.

From (3.4) we obtain the main approximation for M1:

then
(2.27)

and X a

(3.3)

»

SK (r- r')M (r') dr' =

R'a(k) = J Ka(r)cos(kr)dr;

K(r)dr.

Solving (3.3) with respect to the argument of the
function f' (this equation can have for lxl
1 a large
number of solutions J.ln, f'(J.Ln) = Mo/fK(r)dr, numbered
by the index n), we obtain for M 1 = M- J.Ln [4JT fK(r)dr
the equation

we get
Xa(k) = XaiR'a(k) 12/IR'a(O) !2,

n

r

B 1 (r)= ~E1 (k)eikrdr,

x<kJ= ~xa(kJ,

M0

arj

(3.7)

When 4JTX ~ 1 it is impossible to obtain a solution of
(3.2) in closed form far from the second-order phase
transition points and the critical point. It can only be
The fundamental equation of the problem is the equastated that the amplitude of the spatially-periodic part
tion for the self -consistent magnetic moment M(r),
of the magnetic moment (where the periodic structure
which follows from the requirement that the thermody1 16
namic potential be a minimum (formulas (2.21), (2.21a)), arises, see[ ' J) is of the order of oB
2 (1H2/E
~
H(v/c)
0)-112 , and that the difference of the values
namely 68/ oM= 0. It must be recognized here that the
of
the
magnetic
moment in the domains, which is obformulas obtained in the preceding section pertained only
tained
directly
from
the form of the H = H(B) curve for
to the "intrinsic" magnetic energy Bm, which is connec-·
homogeneous
B,
is
of
the same order.
ted with the quantization of the levels in the magnetic
field, and that the total potential e is equal to (see
formula (1.2a) of[ 16 J)
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